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Introduction

For many organizations in manufacturing,
life sciences, oil and gas, financial services,
research, agriculture, transportation and
beyond, integrating sensors and actuators to
make use of on-the-spot data is becoming a
necessity.
The push from business leaders to integrate
this host of technologies, collectively known
as the Internet of Things (IoT), is strong for
good reason. Companies able to operationalize
data at the site of creation can gaina powerful
competitive edge. However, as many IT
organizations well understand, implementing
an IoT strategy is not as simple as adding
localized devices to collect, pre-process, or run
inference against an AI model.
The analytics and device sides of
implementing an edge strategy present one
set of challenges. The infrastructure side of
juggling an influx of new processors, data
streams, and actions is another issue entirely.
To keep IoT manageable means taking a clean,
singular approach to meshing resources,
which until now has been difficult, especially
for sites with geographically distributed IoT
and edge server operations.

There are already established ways of bringing
IoT data to bear for business requirements
but most approaches come with significant
overhead in terms of latency to and from
the cloud or even the risk limited on-site
connectivity. For edge deployments at
multiple sites, there is the additional burden
of the provisioning and maintaining scattered
edge servers, which means IT staff carrying
out relatively routine management of servers
that can finally be managed in a single place,
no matter their location or workload.
Before we tackle these challenges and how
they can be addressed, it is worth stepping
back for a bigger picture view of what IoT and
device or edge server sprawl can mean for an
organization, no matter what the workload.

Edge computing allows a business
to place infrastructure in locations
where developers can deliver new
applications to users that take
advantage of local, ephemeral data
to improve operations, services,
experiences and products.
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The IoT Trend Convergence

The rise in IoT as a set of technologies to
add analytical capability at the edge is the
culmination of several trends that have coevolved in recent years.
From the original concept of a shared pool
of compute resources decades ago, to that
same concept realized remotely via cloud,
enterprises and researchers have required
physically disparate resources to allow for
better scalability, access, and if done properly,
cost savings.
There have been dramatic improvements in
devices, including sensors and actuators, that
allow for low-power collection and processing
of data at the point of collection. This, coupled
with advances in machine learning allow
devices to “see, hear, and think” in near-real
time, feeding their knowledge into the cloud
for further analysis—or sending this to edge
servers that work in concert with those at the
site or on-premises at a central datacenter.
Trends in data collection, analysis, storage,
retrieval, and meshing across different
locations have coalesced to make IoT

one of the highest value propositions in
recent years for many enterprises. From
personalized healthcare to smart retail
outlets that can predict a customer’s behavior
and make immediate recommendations, to
manufacturing, agricultural, financial, and
other industries, having wisdom at the point of
data contact is literally a game-changer.
This wide new IT avenue of IoT and edge
analysis will allow businesses near real-time
insight, researchers a broader spectrum of
data to coalesce upon, and those with missioncritical manufacturing or other physical assets
to maintain and deploy faster, more efficiently
and cost effectively, and in some cases, more
safely.
The use and business cases for implementing
IoT and processing at the edge are as
numerous as the verticals that will adopt
these approaches. But to harness these
developments, IT has to take control
of the sprawl of devices—from the IoT
sensors or other data collectors to the edge
servers architected to rapidly iterate on the
information stream.
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The Management Implications of IoT
WE ARE STARTING TO SEE A
PROFOUND CHANGE IN THE WAY
COMPUTING WORKLOADS ARE
DEPLOYED.

One of the primary challenges for IT in the face of IoT
is the management of edge nodes. With tens or even
thousands of potential edge node sites, the practical
care and feeding of these servers quickly becomes
burdensome, slow, and expensive, especially in harsh
environments with low bandwidth connections like an
offshore oil rig, for instance.
Let’s consider an example from the oil and gas
industry—one of the first areas where industrial IoT took
shape because of the remote nature of ships around the
world and the need to maintain safe, efficient operation
of a great deal of equipment.
A distributed fleet of one company’s offshore rigs might
have dozens of sensor and actuator types, all feeding
different datasets into different trained models for
analysis and action. With several of these in remote
locations, maintaining the on-site servers to handle that
data is but one challenge. How long does it take to make
the data actionable? How will this data connect with
other point sources for a bigger picture view? Who will
maintain and update those singular servers at the edge,
especially when offshore rigs are not designed for large
numbers of people, especially when the IT job at the
edge nodes that handle that data is not necessarily full
time.
The challenge for this offshore company is to make use
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of the data from IoT devices in near-real time
if possible, to mesh the data collected from
one rig with that of others in yet more remote
areas for a bigger picture view, and to help the
company get deep insight into the health and
operation of their biggest investment. This
means having a singular way to manage many
nodes hanging at the edge; something that can
be tough with limited connectivity and high
latency.
Let’s pull from another example. Consider a
large retailer with one hundred stores in major
cities around the globe. Each individual store
collects data from smart sensors that must
be dumped into a local server for processing
against an AI model trained to look for key
elements about customer behavior. This
on-site server needs to be maintained and
fed, and pre-processed data needs to be
transferred to the core cluster via latency-

heavy networks for later analysis. Not only
is this slow, it takes IT expertise for server
maintenance and management and it makes
scaling those servers up at each location even
more difficult and manual.
What these two examples show us are a
few pain points associated with managing
distributed IoT. These include:
 The expense and time of IT staff doing relatively routine maintenance of servers that
are difficult or time-consuming to access
and tend to.
 Dealing with limitations of managing multiple resources in different geographic locations.
 Provisioning new servers comes with high
human costs for adding new nodes at edge
sites.
 Having complex IoT infrastructure but
spotty connectivity that makes merging data
into larger operations difficult.
 The merging of multiple edge nodes into a
meaningful whole from a management and
provisioning standpoint.
All of these problems limit manageability for
certain, but also other important aspects of
reliable IT operations at the edge, including
scalability, flexibility, and cost-effectiveness.
Multiple Locations are a Challenge to Manage
Managing servers in multiple locations can
pose a real challenge to IT departments unless
they are equipped with the right tools
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Introducing Bright Edge
Now that we have established both the
problems and opportunities of IoT and
implementing operations at the edge, it is
time to understand how one of the most
profound set of infrastructure challenges—
management, provisioning and organization
of edge nodes—can be addressed. The good
news is, the solution looks familiar for those
used to managing disparate resources. The
better news is that that familiarity extends
across infrastructure types for complete ease
of management.
As a pioneer in cluster management for
some of the largest enterprise and high
performance computing sites in the world,
Bright Computing has built its business on
being able to adapt to infrastructure and
software trends. From deep integration work
with major cloud vendors to products like
Bright for Data Science, the goal has always
been to extend clusters to where customers
need computational power while simplifying
management in the face of mounting
complexity—and IoT is yet one more area
where they have mitigated IT management
woes.
We introduce Bright Edge, a new solution
that brings all of this expertise to bear by
allowing a single cluster to span many

geographical locations, which means it is
possible to manage all compute resources
as a single cluster. This is an obvious and
well-understood benefit for distributed static
clusters or hybrid clusters that need to be
integrated, but at the edge, this matters more
than ever.
With IoT, companies have edge locations
with servers that need to be provisioned,
managed, and maintained. This extends the
same experience Bright has for large cluster
installations that balance on-site, distributed,
and cloud resources to edge nodes, allowing
for unprecedented flexibility to scale and
capture the benefits of IoT simply and
efficiently.
Bright Edge allows IoT users from a wide
variety of verticals to deploy nodes at the edge
and manage those over their lifetime from
a single cluster. This ease of management is
not a static property; users can add nodes at
edge locations, for instance, via one change
on the cluster and immediately be free from
the burden of on-site management at multiple
locations. This means no more need to send an
IT team to each site—users get all the benefits
of Bright Cluster Manager across the entire
IoT and edge infrastructure.
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One Cluster, Multiple Locations
Edge nodes are those located at geographically diverse locations and are used to handle IoT device data and analysis. Bright Edge
has an edge node that handles all provisioning and management of edge nodes. This is called the Edge Director, as seen above.
For those familiar with Bright Computing’s lineup of management software, this looks similar to Bright Cloud Director, albeit with
changes in how servers are provisioned (cloud is provisioned by booting from a cloud disk image—Edge Director is from local
media or remote virtual image). Each Edge Director node runs DHCP and TFTP/HTTP servers to facilitate PXE booting—the key to
handling distributed operations.

Bright Edge receives a stream of data from the
distributed IoT devices (or remote clusters)
from gateway devices. This data might be in
pre-processed form to select the important
elements or perhaps it has gone through an
AI inference process to hit the core cluster in
near-final form. Using technology developed
for the cloud that created a cloud director
serving as a local head node for virtual servers
in AWS, Azure, and elsewhere, Bright Edge
has created an edge director which serves a

similar role for provisioning and management
at edge locations.
The Edge Director boots into the nodeinstaller, which transfers the software images,
OS, contents of the shared directory tree, OS,
and other elements to the director to make all
of that available to the nodes at the edge which
can be provisioned from the central location
for normal use. As mentioned previously,
Bright is going around the standard PXE to
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provision the Edge Directors and using the
technology it developed for cloud deployments
to allow the Edge Director to access the head
node from the edge location.
For edge deployments, the following simple
flow can be used to mitigate time and resource
consuming operations, including manual
provisioning of servers at distributed edge
locations. Let’s take a look at the quick steps to
moving from scattered edge nodes to a single
management paradigm:
 Bright Edge is a single cluster with the edge
locations connected to the core cluster over
the network.
 Once this is established, users can connect
their edge nodes to public and private edge
networks.
 Edge Director is booted from local media
onto the Bright node installer.
 This node installer will ping the head node
in the central cluster and get to work configuring BMC, creating file systems, provisioning the Edge Director software image onto
the central cluster’s file systems. It will then
transfer the software images needed for
edge nodes.
 PXE will boot edge nodes from the Edge
Director over the private edge network.
From great complexity to extreme simplicity
with ease and with the ability to continue
to add more nodes and capabilities without
significant overhead.

Edge nodes can run any supported HPC
scheduler as well, which adds flexibility and
ease of implementation.
To summarize, with Bright Edge, it is possible
to manage resources spanning multiple
locations as a single cluster. This means the
ability to get around managing different
clusters individually or semi-individually
(using sync tools). With edge nodes largely
controlled from the local edge director, this
frees IT to work on adding to IoT value instead
of maintaining a fleet manually.
IoT investments are about extracting
value and maximizing investments in local
devices and analytics that can power on-site
understanding of operations. Bright Edge
puts all of this within closer reach by letting
IT managers get back to what they do best—
innovating by adopting the best of new tech
trends and deriving results.

“ Extending Bright’s expertise in automating the deployment and management of compute to edge servers is
an important step in a broader picture we’re making possible,” said Bill
Wagner, CEO at Bright Computing.
“With the edge capabilities we’re delivering in Bright 8.2, organizations
can now easily deploy and manage
compute across their on-prem data
centers, the public cloud and the edge
as a single shared infrastructure
through a single interface.”
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Secure Management of
Edge Deployments
Given this flow, the next natural thought
is likely about security—something Bright
Computing has worked diligently to
implement. Each edge site is assigned a
secret key which it must present to the
central head node in order to be recognized.
Once communication has been established,
SSL certificates are used to assure that the
communication channel between the edge and
the central head node is secure.

Security is also enforced via encryption
across the network. All messages sent onto
the network are encrypted and even Bright’s
provisioning traffic can be SSH encrypted
with the click of a box in Bright Edge. For
those using VPN this follows the same form.
In short, Bright recognizes that security at the
edge is just as serious as in the datacenter.
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Beyond the Edge and Into the Datacenter
While the new drive toward making IoT and
the infrastructure it relies on was the impetus
for Bright to look for solutions to make its
management as familiar as wrangling a single
cluster, the features that make Bright Edge
simple extend to distributed IT of all varieties.
In other words, geographically distributed
servers that once required on-site
management for integrated operations can
also benefit from the same concept that makes
Bright Edge critical for IoT. Just as distributed
IoT devices and the servers they require can
be managed with Bright’s approach to edge,
so too can this same technology be used to
manage distributed clusters of any type. A
research operation that spans two locations
in the United States with two others in Asia
and Europe can now fold neatly together
under a single cluster management umbrella,
saving time and expensive IT staff dedicated to
maintaining each site individually.
Bright is breaking down IT management
borders with its Edge solution that allows for
remote management of distributed clusters—
even if IoT is not on the roadmap. The most
difficult part to understand is why this has
not existed before with increasing demand to
manage large numbers of distributed servers

for IoT or other purposes. Quite simply,
current PXE technology cannot keep up with
long distances and separate clusters and given
the maturity of managing data from clouds
to on-prem and all points in between, it took
the development of these techniques to realize
something truly scalable that could take the
strain out of cluster management, no matter
how large or distributed the deployment.

TOWARD SEAMLESS EDGE, IOT
ENVIRONMENTS
While IoT and edge are the best showcases for
what Bright Edge can do, they are merely use
cases for a much larger functionality—being
able to manage complex infrastructure around
the world from a single cluster with full
capabilities to add or remove nodes, integrate
richer AI models and devices and their data,
and do it all with the ease and lack of overhead
we have come to expect in the cloud era.
IoT marks the ultimate convergence in IT
trends—from analytics to infrastructure. With
Bright Edge, the expertise that spans these sea
changes in technology comes to bear to bring
the entire edge directly to your central cluster.
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A P OWE R F UL M A NAGE M E NT P LATF OR M F OR
CLUSTE R E D I T I NF R A STR UCTURE
Bright Computing is the world’s leading independent
provider of enterprise-class management software for
clustered IT infrastructure, including HPC clusters,
big data clusters, and OpenStack private clouds. Bright
software is designed to scale; some Bright-managed
clusters contain thousands of nodes. More than
500 organizations worldwide have selected Bright
Computing to deploy, manage, and monitor their
business critical IT infrastructure. Bright’s customer
base includes global academic, governmental,
financial, healthcare, manufacturing, energy, and
pharmaceutical organizations such as 3M, Boeing,
Cambridge University, Chevron, Cisco, CSIRO, Bank,
Merck, NASA, PACCAR, Roche, St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital, Saudi Aramco, Stanford
University, Toyota and Volvo. Bright partners with
Amazon, Cray, Dell, Intel, Mellanox, NVIDIA,
SGI, and other leading vendors to deliver powerful,
integrated solutions for managing today’s most
advanced, clustered systems.
To learn more, or request a demo, contact Bright at
info@brightcomputing.com.

www.brightcomputing.com

